### Match Facts

**RWC 03 - SUNCORP METWAY STADIUM, BRISBANE - 08.11.03**

**AUSTRALIA**
- Try 3: **33**
- PenTry 0: **33**
- Conversions 3: **33**
- Penalty Goals 4: **33**
- Drop Goals 0: **33**
- Scrum Won 11: **33**
- Lineout Won 11: **33**
- Pen Conceded 12: **33**
- Freekicke Conceded 0: **33**
- Mauls Won 2: **33**
- Ruck and Drive 12: **33**
- Ruck and Pass 58: **33**
- Ball Won In Open Play 72: **33**
- At Set Pieces 30: **33**
- Team Statistics:
  - Gainline Carried - **-**
  - Gainline Kicked - **-**
  - Gainline Efficiency % - **-**
  - Passes Completed 160: **33**
  - Possession Kicked 23: **33**
  - Errors from Kicks 2: **33**
  - Kicks to Touch 17: **33**
  - Tackles Made 85: **33**
  - Missed 5: **33**
  - Percentage Missed 5%: **33**
  - Offloads in Tackle 9: **33**
  - Offloads / Tackled 10%: **33**
  - Total Errors Made 18: **33**
  - Errors / Ball Won 17%: **33**
- Minutes in Possession 1: 10:33: **33**
- Mins in Opponent's Half 1: 19:31: **33**

**SCOTLAND**
- Try 1: **16**
- PenTry 0: **16**
- Conversions 1: **16**
- Penalty Goals 2: **16**
- Drop Goals 1: **16**
- Scrum Won 7: **16**
- Lineout Won 28: **16**
- Pen Conceded 8: **16**
- Freekicke Conceded 3: **16**
- Mauls Won 11: **16**
- Ruck and Drive 27: **16**
- Ruck and Pass 33: **16**
- Ball Won In Open Play 71: **16**
- At Set Pieces 47: **16**
- Team Statistics:
  - Gainline Carried - **-**
  - Gainline Kicked - **-**
  - Gainline Efficiency % - **-**
  - Passes Completed 111: **16**
  - Possession Kicked 24: **16**
  - Errors from Kicks 2: **16**
  - Kicks to Touch 9: **16**
  - Tackles Made 84: **16**
  - Missed 23: **16**
  - Percentage Missed 21%: **16**
  - Offloads in Tackle 8: **16**
  - Offloads / Tackled 9%: **16**
  - Total Errors Made 20: **16**
  - Errors / Ball Won 16%: **16**
- Minutes in Possession 1: 10:45: **16**
- Mins in Opponent's Half 1: 20:13: **16**

**Top Carries**
- Paterson 9: **33**
- Taylor 9: **33**
- Grimes 6: **33**
- Henderson 6: **33**
- White 5: **33**

**Top Tacklers**
- Mather 13: **-**
- Paterson 11: **-**
- Henderson 8: **-**
- Smith 8: **-**
- Douglas 7: **-**

**Most Missed Tackles**
- Townsend 6: **-**
- Logon 3: **-**
- Mather 2: **-**
- Mclwham 2: **-**

**Most Off-Loads**
- Hines 4: **-**
- Smith 2: **-**
- Paterson 1: **-**
- Petrie 1: **-**

**Most Errors**
- Henderson 3: **-**
- Danielli 2: **-**
- Paterson 2: **-**
- Redpath 2: **-**

---

*Match Facts are supplied by COMPUTACENTER and recorded under the guidance and direction of FRED HOWARD who objectively reports on ALL decisions made by the Match Officials*